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Vital Remains
Evil Death Live 
By Jill Mikkelson

Filmed in Katowice, Poland, the touring line-up of Vital Remains recorded a
vapid and vacuous performance for their first ever DVD. After spending over
an hour watching Dave Suzuki make himself look like a session musician, one
can’t help but be somewhat disheartened. Though his parts obviously require
a high calibre of musicianship to craft and are by no means easy to pull off,
the number of flubs is unfortunately high, naturally bringing about some
questions regarding skill and consistency. Tony Lazaro holds it down but the
rest of the live fill-ins are mediocre: the drummer has a problem keeping
tempo, the bass player is practically non-existent in the mix and the vocalist
most just makes ugly faces at the audience when he’s not struggling for
breath between barks. The most tantalising extra is the interview but even
that isn’t particularly intriguing. One would assume their first DVD offering
might have been invested with a little more effort but I guess when you’ve got
a limited budget, you don’t have any choice but to take the first cut. (Metal
Mind)
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The Flaming Lips - U.F.O.s at the Zoo 
Although Mars is likely
the number one place 
fans would like to see the 
Flaming Lips perform at 
(maybe one day when the 
movie finally comes out), 
the Oklahoma City Zoo in 
their hometown is a 
pretty close second. This DVD is the next best thing 
to being there, as the wonky DIY production gives it a 
r ...Read More

Les Paul - Chasing Sound
Kiss - Kissology Vol. 2 1978 — 1991
U2 - Popmart Live From Mexico City
Queen: DVD Collector’s Box
Various Artists - SXSW Live 2007
Cro-Mags - The Final Quarrel: Live At CBGB 2001

Protest The Hero - Fortress 
Whitby’s Protest the Hero
have grown up before our
eyes. Fresh out of high
school, the band released
the punk-driven A 
Calculated Use of Sound, 
an intelligent debut wise 
beyond its years. Only a 
few years later, they released Kezia, an epic concept 
record that caught the attention of m... Full Review

No Country For Old Men Dir. by Joel and 
Ethan Coen 
Exclaim Critics Pick - 
2008! The heart-stopping
intensity of Javier
Bardem, as principled but
unrelenting killer Anton
Chigurh, is a chillingly
memorable villain. He’s
trying to reclaim money
snatched by Josh Brolin’s steely Llewelyn Moss, but
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it’s Chigurh’s twisted moral fibre — not to menti... Full 
Review

Play Lists - Merger of Music and Gaming 
XL-erates 
Games haven’t killed the
video star — y’all can
blame reality
programming for that —
but they are an
increasingly important
part of the new music
industry, wielding an
influence well beyond your guitar-shaped controller.
“The truth is that consumers... Read More
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